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MAHARASHTRA REAL ESTATE APPELLATE TRIBUNAL
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APPEAL NO. AT00600000001 081 e

M/s. S. B. Brothers Developers.

Vs.

Mrs. Seema Deepak Mehta & Anr.

CORAM

DATE : FEBRUARy f 1.2019.

Advocate Ms. Urika shah for the Apperant is present.
Advocate Mr. chintan Bhura for the Respondent Nos. 1 and 2 is present.

1.

ORAL ORDER

Heard both advocates. Ld. advocate for the Appeilant pointed out that
Respondent No. 3 is MahaRERA authority and Respondent No. 3 is
impleaded in this appeal as a proper party since, the impugned order was
passed by Respondent No.3. and no relief is claimed against MahaRERA
authority. So appear stands withdrawn against Respondent No.3.
Parties have fired consent rerms as the dispute is amicabry setfled
between the parties. consent rerms are taken on record. consent rerms
are signed by the parties and their respective advocates. parties are not
present before me to make verification of their signatures as well as the
contents of the consent rerms. However, respective advocates of both
the sides submitted that, they personaily know the parties and parties
have put their respective signatures on the Consent Terms in their
presence' Since both advocates are giving the identification of the
signatures of the parties, and arso endorsing that contents of consent
Terms are accepted by the parties, and so, parties have put their
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signatures on the consent rerms, r think it just and proper to read and
record the consent rerms as both respective advocates have arso put
their respective signatures on the consent rerms and they have accepted
the contents of Consent Terms as true and correct. ln the result I pass
the following order.

ORDER

1. Appeal stands withdrawn against Respondent No. 3_

MahaRERA Authority.

2' ln view of consent rerms dated os.oz.2o19 signed
by both the parties and their respective advocates
and verified to be true and correct by their respective
advocates, theAppear stands disposed off in terms of
consent rerms dated 0s.02.2019 which are running

in page Nos.1 to 3.

3. No order as to costs.
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JUDICIAL MEMBER,
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